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Need for Theory of Knowledge

Every school of philosophy (Dar„ana) in India has attempted a theory of knowledge (pramÈ‡a„Èstra) 

on which its metaphysical structure is based. The ultimate goal of all philosophizing, and for that 

matter of all human enterprises, has been to realize perfection (mok–a) or fullest all round efflorescene 

of one's potentialities as the summuum bonum of life and existence. For this realization knowledge of 

reality (tattvaj¤Èna) is an essential and necessary prerequisite. But it is believed that a theory of 

knowledge is propaedeutic to a theory of reality because before knowing the reality one has to know the 

nature of knowledge and modes of knowing. This belief is grounded in the fact that to philosophize is to 

reflect on the nature of reality given in experience. Every experience is caused by, and pertains to, an 

object which is a part of reality. Every experience has a built-in self-transcendence, an intentionality, 

pointing to an object. This reference to an object may be cognitive (awareness of) or non-cognitive 

(desire for etc.) A cognitive reference consists in revelation of an object (artha prakÈ„a) or in the 

making of a cognisor aware of it. Though every cognitive reference reveals an object, there is always a 

possibility of going astray in this reference and there is no guarantee that it would adequately and 

faithfully reveal its object. This possibility of error in cognitive reference necessitates an inquiry into 

its veracity. The entire epistemological pursuit begins with and centres around this task.

Nature of Cognition and Knowledge

A cognitive reference is a cognition (j¤Èna) of an object (artha) in terms of awareness of its existence, 

nature, relations and functions. A cognition reveals its object. It may reveal its object as it is (yathÈrtha) 

or different from what it is (ayathÈrtha). That cognition is knowledge(pramÈ/pramÈ‡a) which reveals 

its object as it is, i.e., which is non-discordant (avisamvÈdaka) with its object. Non-discordance is 

known as truth (prÈmÈ‡ya). All other varieties of cognition (e.g., error, doubt, indecisiveness etc.) are 

not knowledge (apramÈ). Only that cognition can claim the status of knowledge whose non-

discordance or truth is well-evidenced. There has to be indubitability(asamdigdhatva) with regard to 

the truth of that cognition. Only true cognition is knowledge and truth of knowledge needs to be well-

evidenced on the basis of cogent and convincing evidence known as pramÈ‡a. Thus, in a knowledge-

situation there are three elements, viz., pramÈ (true cognition), prÈmÈ‡ya (truth) and pramÈ‡a 

(evidencing condition which is also originating condition). On the basis of cognitivity-claim 

knowledge is distinguished from volition, feeling etc. Within cognitive domain, again, knowledge is 

differentiated from memory, doubt, error, conjectures etc.

NyÈya Theory of Knowledge
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Knowledge not Justified True Belief only

Instead of understanding knowledge in terms of 'justified true belief’, contrasting it with opinion as is 

done in the western tradition, Indian thinkers point out three essential components of knowledge. They 

are (i) cognitive reference to an object (artha vi–ayakatva), (ii) exactitude of reference (yathÈrthatva) 

and (iii) indubitability or certitude about exactness (asamdigdhatva). This means knowledge-content 

must be caused and determined by object-content. This is necessary condition and sufficient condition 

is indubitability. The object must be real and not imaginary or fictitious. This is very important and 

basic condition and this distinguishes Indian epistemology and logic from its western counterpart. To 

be real means to exist or to be capable of being existent. Only when an object is existent (astitva) there 

can be decision about exactitude or true apprehension of the object. Then only there can be 

indubitability by adducing conclusive or sufficient evidence (s) for its truth.

Thus, the Indian thinkers out-step subject-centricity of belief and bring in primacy of object reference. 

So, in a knowledge-game there are four players, viz., knower (pramÈtÈ), known object (prameya), 

knowledge and truth (pramÈ and prÈmÈ‡ya) and mode of knowing and evidencing ( pramÈ‡a).

The Problem of PramÈ‡a

The problem of pramÈ‡a or evidencing the truth of knowledge has received serious and foremost 

attention of epistemological thinkers. This problem has given rise to much stimulating debate in the 

philosophical treatises. As stated earlier, the question of evidencing the truth of knowledge arises 

because all cognitions are not at par or equal in their epistemic status. Some appear to be true and may 

reveal their objects as they are whereas others seem to be erroneous and may misrepresent their objects. 

Had all cognitions been true, there would have been no need of evidencing them and the entire 

epistemological inquiry would not have arisen. The very possibility of error or doubt etc. in cognition 

necessitates its subjection to a critical examination with a view to establish its truth or falsity. If the 

truth or falsity of cognition needs to be established, the question arises what sort of criterion is to be 

adopted. The problem of pramÈ‡a has been raised and discussed precisely against this background.

Causal Approach to Knowledge

The epistemological thinkers generally adopt a causal approach to knowledge. Knowledge is taken to 

be an outcome of a particular causal complex (kÈra‡a-sÈmagrÏ) in which the most efficient 

instrumental factor is known as kara‡a. The other factors are called kÈra‡a. In a causal complex all 

factors are causally efficient and contribute to the rise of knowledge, but those factors which are 

causally sufficient as well, in so far as their introduction alone produces the effect, their totality is 

known as kara‡a. Distinction between kara‡a and kÈra‡a is very important in the NyÈya tradition. 

Every kara‡a is a kÈra‡a but every kÈra‡a is not a kara‡a. A kara‡a of pramÈ is known as pramÈ‡a.
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Dual Role of PramÈ‡a 

According to the NyÈya School pramÈ‡a has a dual role to play. Along with other causal factors it gives 

rise to pramÈ but in addition it adduces evidence for its prÈmÈ‡ya (truth). The NyÈya thinkers draw a 

distinction between those conditions which give rise to knowledge and those conditions which impart 

truth to it. According to them awareness of knowledge and awareness of its truth are different 

phenomena. Thus, the distinction between kara‡a and kÈra‡a is needed.

The Concept of PrÈmÈ‡ya

The concept of prÈmÈ‡ya (i.e., truth) is one of the most significant and central concepts used in 

epistemological discussions in Indian philosophical tradition. All schools of epistemology in India are 

unanimous in holding that prÈmÈ‡ya should be the differential mark of pramÈ (i.e., true cognition or 

knowledge), even though they put forth divergent views regarding the precise nature of pramÈ and 

prÈmÈ‡ya. Here an attempt is made to present an analysis of the concept of prÈmÈ‡ya as it is 

expounded in the NyÈya tradition.

Meaning of the term PrÈmÈ‡ya   

A meaningful consideration of the concept of prÈmÈ‡ya should begin with the question : with what 

sense of prÈmÈ‡ya we are concerned presently? The term prÈmÈ‡ya can be used in two different 

senses, namely (a) pramÈtva and (b) pramÈ kara‡atva. In the first sense prÈmÈ‡ya belongs to pramÈ 

and constitutes its differential character, whereas in the second sense it pertains to pramÈ‡a as its 

property of being instrumental in bringing about pramÈ. In the present chapter we are concerned with 

the analysis of the concept of prÈmÈ‡ya understood in its first sense.

Distinction between PrakÈ„a and PrÈmÈ‡ya

The consideration of the concept of prÈmÈ‡ya should be distinguished from the consideration of the 

concept of prakÈ„a because the phenomenon of prÈmÈ‡ya though connected with the phenomenon of 

prakÈ„a is quite different from it. The theory of prakÈ„a is concerned with our awareness of knowledge 

whereas the theory of prÈmÈ‡ya is concerned with the truth of knowledge. The prÈmÈ‡ya theory deals 

with the question, how does a knowledge become true and how is its truth ascertained? The theory of 

prakÈ„a, on the other hand, pertains to the question, how is the knowledge itself known? The theory of 

prakÈ„a is of course logically prior to the theory of prÈmÈ‡ya, for unless the knowledge itself is known 

no question can be raised about its truth. The theory of prakÈ„a is also wider in scope because it 

pertains to all states of consciousness and not merely to knowledge. However, it is the theory of 

prÈmÈ‡ya which is logically more significant because it is prÈmÈ‡ya which alone is the differential 

factor between pramÈ and apramÈ.
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PrÈmÈ‡ya  as property of PramÈ 

In the NyÈya tradition prÈmÈ‡ya is a property of that j¤Èna which is of the type of pramÈ. Here j¤Èna is 

used as a generic term which stands for all kinds of cognition of which pramÈ is just a species. PramÈ 

designates a true cognition which is attended with a belief in its truthfulness. If a cognition turns out to 

be false, belief in it is immediately withdrawn and as such it ceases to be regarded as pramÈ.

The English word 'knowledge', in its strict sense, stands for a cognition which is true and unfalsified. 

The ordinary usages of this word with the adjectives 'true' and 'false' should therefore be considered as 

cases of loose thinking. The word 'true' as applied to 'knowledge' would then be tautologous and the 

word 'false' positively contradictory. If this strict meaning of the word 'knowledge' is adhered to it will 

exactly correspond to pramÈ.

The concept of pramÈ thus stands for a cognition which is necessarily true and assured. Its opposite is 

apramÈ which stands for all that is 'other than pramÈ'. It is noteworthy that cognitions which do not 

agree with the real nature of their objects are not always false and erroneous (viparyaya) and there may 

be cognitions which fail to give us a correct presentation of objects and so are not true, but at the same 

time they may not make any claim to truth, nor lead to any definite assertion. Such is the case with 

doubt (sam„aya) and indecisiveness (anadhyavasÈya). They are not true indeed, but they are not false 

either. However, they are all different varieties of apramÈ to be differentiated from pramÈ .

Epistemic attitudes in PramÈ 

In the NyÈya tradition pramÈ is regarded as a complex epistemic entity involving several epistemic 

attitudes, epistemic content and epistemic elements. As regards epistemic attitudes, the first stage of 

pramÈ consists in a nirvikalpaka j¤Èna, which is bare awareness of an object. Subsequent to this comes 

the second stage of savikalpaka j¤Èna. The nirvikalpaka is the most primitive epistemic datum whose 

postulation as the ultimate, unanalysable epistemic entity is a matter of logical necessity. Upon this 

alone the savikalpaka which is propositional and judgemental (vyavasÈyÈtmaka) is grounded. Implicit 

in the savikalpaka are two anuvyavasÈyas (post reflections) in the form of j¤Èna prakÈ„a and j¤ana 

prÈmÈ‡ya. That is to say, in pramÈ besides a judgemental awareness of an object there is also an 

awareness with regard to that awareness and further with regard to the truthfulness of that awareness. 

So, when I say “This pen is brown” it implies (i) I know the pen as brown, (ii) I know that I know the pen 

as brown, and (iii) I know that it is true that this pen is brown. In other words, implicit in every pramÈ 

there is not only a cognitivity-claim but also a truth-claim. (There could have been another epistemic 

attitude in the form of awareness of aprÈmÈ‡ya when we realize the falsity of a cognition, but then it 

will not be a case of different form of pramÈ).

The different stages involved in the noetic process can be represented in a tabular form as under:

i) Nirvikalpaka (Indeterminate)
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ii) Savikalpaka (Determinate)

(a) VyavasÈya →Kn. of object

(b) PrakÈ„a anuvyavasÈya →Kn. of Knowledge

(c) PrÈmÈ‡ya anuvyavasÈya →Kn. of truth of knowledge

Epistemic elements of PramÈ

The epistemic elements of pramÈ are three-fold. The basic element is presentativeness of an object 

(artha-prakÈ„akatva). Every pramÈ is a 'knowledge of --' and there is a necessary transphenomenality 

built in every knowledge which provides it an intentional character. But this is not the sufficient 

condition of pramÈ which in fact lies in prÈmÈ‡ya (truthfulness). PrÈmÈ‡ya is the most significant 

element of pramÈ. It is the logical ground of pramÈ but in its turn it is grounded in asamdigdhatva 

(indubitability or assuredness), which is a psychological ground of pramÈ. There is necessary truth-

claim put forth in every pramÈ. Thus, it is a definite and categorical assertion distinict from all 

indefinite and hypothetical ones. But all assured cognitions are not pramÈ. In illusion what is false is 

firmly believed to be true. So this assuredness in pramÈ is not a mere subjective certainity but a firm 

belief well grounded in some pramÈ‡a.

The assuredness about a pramÈ is possible if there is establishment of prÈmÈ‡ya on the ground of 

pramÈ‡a. To make this point clear a distinction needs to be drawn between knowing truth and being 

assured of it. Being assured here presupposes knowing. Now what intervenes between knowing attitude 

and assuredness is convincing evidence (pramÈ‡a). Assuredness requires some ground which provides 

confirmation of prÈmÈ‡ya.

PrÈmÈ‡ya is a property of knowledge and not of the object of knowledge but it cannot be taken to be a 

property of knowledge in isolation from the object. It is thus a property of knowledge in relation to its 

object.

In the NyÈya system the earliest attempt to define prÈmÈ‡ya and pramÈ goes back to VatsyÈyana who 

defines pramÈ as 'yathÈrtha vij¤Èna.' He explicates the term yathÈrtha vij¤Èna as 'tasmin tat iti 

pratyayaÌ ', i.e., a determinate cognition of something as that very thing. But from VÈcaspati onwards 

the NyÈya thinkers have tried to define prÈmÈ‡ya in negative terms by using the term 

'avyabhicÈritatva' or some similar terms. Though the negative definitions serve the purpose of 

excluding error, doubt and memory, yet what is called for is a positive definition, which is yet capable 

of performing this task of exclusion. Though the term yÈthÈrthya is positive and potential in meeting 

this requirement when it is explicated as 'tasmin tat iti pratyayaÌ, still Ga×ge„a rejects it on the ground 

of ambiguity which the word 'yathÈ' gives rise to in so far as it could possibly refer to some 

resemblance between knowledge and its object. But Ga×ge„a rightly maintains that being entirely 
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heterogeneous in nature one cannot meaningfully talk of the resemblance of knowledge to its object 

since knowledge is epistemic and object is ontic. Instead of 'yÈthÈrthya' Ga×ge„a uses the expression 

'tadvati tat prakÈrakatva' as a definition of prÈmÈ‡ya.

Relation between PramÈ and PrÈmÈ‡ya

Having analysed the nature of pramÈ and prÈmÈ‡ya we may now turn to the analysis of relation between 

pramÈ and prÈmÈ‡ya. Since every knowledge has to be true, pramÈ and prÈmÈ‡ya are inseparably 

related. But the question is what sort of relationship is there between the two? Is prÈmÈ‡ya the very 

essence of pramÈ or is it only a property of pramÈ ? On this issue thinkers fall under two sharply distinct 

camps. Those who maintain that prÈmÈ‡ya is the very essence of pramÈ and that every pramÈ has 

prÈmÈ‡ya intrinsic in it are known as svataÌprÈmÈ‡yavÈdins. On the other hand, those who maintain 

that prÈmÈ‡ya is not the essence but only an inseparable property of pramÈ and they have substance-

attribute relationship (dharma-dharmÏ-bhÈva) and that prÈmÈ‡ya is extrinsic to pramÈ, are known as 

parataÌ prÈmÈ‡yavÈdins. The NyÈya thinkers adhere to the theory of parataÌprÈmÈ‡ya. 

Theory of SvataÌprÈmÈ‡ya

The theory of svataÌprÈmÈ‡ya has been put forth by the thinkers of Advaita VedÈnta, the Vij¤ÈnavÈda 

school of Buddhism, and the school of PÊrva-MÏmÈmsÈ. Though there are differences in details in the 

advocacy of this theory in different schools and thinkers, there is something which is common to all of 

them. All of them agree that there is no distinction between J¤Èna and pramÈ and also between pramÈ 

and prÈmÈ‡ya. In other words, every cognition is intrinsically true. In a cognition-qua-cognition there 

is no error.

Theory of ParataÌ PrÈmÈ‡ya

The theory of parataÌ prÈmÈ‡ya, put forth by the NyÈya School, is based upon three presuppositions, 

viz. (i) J¤Èna and pramÈ are not the same (ii) prÈmÈ‡ya is a property of pramÈrÊpa j¤Èna and not its 

essence and (iii) both j¤Èna and prÈmÈ‡ya are produced by distinct causes. On the basis of these three 

presuppositions the NyÈya school puts forth the theory of parataÌprÈmÈ‡ya, according to which the 

conditions which give rise to prÈmÈ‡ya are different from and additional to the conditions which give 

rise to j¤Èna and further, the mode of ascertainment (j¤apti) of the two is also different.

Comparision of SvataÌ and ParataÌ  Theories

The theories of svataÌ and parataÌ have been put forth in the history of Indian epistemology in such a 

setting as if they are contending the same issue and answering exactly the same question. But a closer 

scrutiny would make it evident that they are not at all debating the same issue or answering the same 

question. They start with different presuppositions and therefore though they might be using the same 

language their problems are not the same. The terms j¤Èna, pramÈ, and prÈmÈ‡ya are used in different 

senses. That is why their theses are different and so also their conclusions. Therefore, the treatment of 



the problem of truth in each of the schools is in a way supplementing each other. The apparent 

contradiction is due to their using the same expressions while infact giving them different meaning.

To take a few examples to substantiate this point we may take up the concept of j¤Èna. In the theory of 

svataÌprÈmÈ‡ya it is used in a very restricted sense such that every j¤Èna is pramÈ. For it pramÈ and 

apramÈ are not just co-ordinate species of j¤Èna because apramÈ is j¤ÈnÈbhÈsa and not j¤Èna. But this 

is not the case in the theory of parataÌprÈmÈ‡ya where j¤Èna is taken as a generic term having pramÈ 

and apramÈ as its co-ordinate species. Here j¤Èna is not the same as pramÈ but yathÈrtha j¤Èna is 

identical with pramÈ.

In the same way pramÈ and prÈmÈ‡ya are understood differently in the two theories. In the svataÌ 

theory every j¤Èna which is pramÈ is prÈmÈ‡yarÊpa. Truth here is infact a matter of analytic 

consequence of its conception of j¤Èna. But in the parataÌ theory there is a radically different 

approach. Here prÈmÈ‡ya is not essentially identical with j¤Èna but only an essential property of 

pramÈ such that the latter is pramÈ‡yÈvÈn. So the acceptance or non-acceptance of the two theories is 

not a matter of an open choice, because that is determined by the acceptance or non-aceptance of their 

presuppositions. If one accepts the respective presuppositions, one has also to accept the thesis and the 

conclusions following therefrom. But if one rejects their presuppositions then certainly one cannot 

accept their thesis and the conclusions.

Secondly, it must also be made clear that the NyÈya concern is not just with mere truth but also with the 

substantiation of truth-claim. For it pramÈ is not just a true cognition but such a true cognition which is 

also believed to be true. Belief in truthfulness has to be grounded and ascertained on the basis of 

evidences. Therefore, the problem of j¤apti is basic to it, but such a problem is not at all pertinently 

faced by the svataÌprÈmÈ‡yavÈdins.

We may, therefore, conclude this treatment by saying that the two theories are infact complimentary 

rather than contradictory. They are two different ways of understanding the relation between j¤Èna and 

prÈmÈ‡ya. If the identity theory is accepted then svataÌprÈmÈ‡yavÈda follows and if the adjectival 

theory is accepted its natural consequence would be parataÌprÈmÈ‡yavÈda. It will perhaps give us 

some new insights and dispel some of the confusion if the two theories are understood and appreciated 

in their proper setting.

PramÈ‡as (Methods of Knowing)

The role of the methods of knowing (pramÈ‡as) has been given great significance in the NyÈya 

tradition. Truth or objective validity of knowledge is due to the methods of knowing. The methods of 

knowing (pramÈ‡as) not only give rise to knowledge but also ensure its truth. They are a kara‡a, i.e. 

most efficient or unique operative cause of knowledge. This uniqueness consists in its evidential role in 

respect of the truth of knowledge.
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According to this tradition there are four methods of knowing (pramÈ‡as), namely, perception 

(pratyak–a), inference (anumÈna), verbal testimony („abda) and comparison (upamÈna). All that is 

real is knowable, and it can be known by any of the methods of knowing (prama‡as) under different 

conditions.

Pratyak–a

Perception (pratyak–a) is the first and the foundational method of knowing. It is the direct and 

immediate mode of knowing. It gives us knowledge of what is directly present to the sense. It is the 

basis of the remaining three methods of knowing inasmuch as all three derive their starting points from 

perceptual cognition. It may also be regarded as the final test of the truth of all knowledge in so far as 

perceptual verification is the most handy and reliable mode of confirmation.

The word pratyak–a is used for both the method of knowing and the resultant knowledge. It consists of 

two types, or rather two stages, namely indeterminate (nirvikalpaka) and determinate (savikalpaka). 

Indeterminate perception is pure unverbalized experience. It is a conscious but not a self-conscious 

state in the sense that there can be no direct awareness of it. Its existence is known inferentially. In 

determinate perception an object is known related to its qualifications. This is possible only if the 

object and its qualities are first known separately prior to being related. This indeterminate stage is 

presupposed as the ground of the determinate cognition.

Determinated perception is cognition of an object as qualified by certain properties. It is a judgemental 

cognition in which the object of perception is known as characterized by certain qualities and relations. 

It consists in apprehending an object along with its differentiating characterstics. It is, therefore, 

defined as a cognition apprehending the qualifiers of a qualificand or as a cognition apprehending the 

relation between the qualificand and its qualifiers. The contents of indeterminate and determinate 

perceptions are the same. The only difference is that in the latter they are judged and verbalized. While 

in an indeterminate perception the object is apprehended as an undifferentiated whole of universal and 

particulars, in a determinate perception they are analysed and organized into a substantive-adjective 

relationship. Thus, they differ not in terms of content but in the way they are ordered. To cognize a 

thing once again, to know it as that which was known before, is also a part of determinate perception. It 

is an awareness of a common reference to one and the same object by the previous and the present 

cognition. 

Perceptual knowledge is an outcome of sense-object contact. This contact may be normal or supra-

normal depending upon the way in which senses come into contact with their objects. Normal 

perception is again of two types, namely, external and mental. It is the self which is the knower, and it 

needs mind to perceive mental facts just as it needs senses to perceive external facts. In mental 

perception one's feelings, emotions, dreams etc. are known. External perception is five-fold as there 

are five senses, viz., eyes, ears, nose, tounge and tactual sense.

In supra-normal perception the objects are not actually present to the sense but are conveyed to it 

through an extra-ordinary medium giving rise to a special kind of sense-object contact. It is of three 
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types. The first and most significant variety is named sÈmÈnya lak–a‡a which pertains to perception of 

classes and on the basis of which generalizations are made.

SÈmÈnya lak–a‡a is the perception of a whole class of objects through the generic property 

(sÈmÈnya) perceived in any individual member of that class. Thus, when we perceive some thing as a 

pot we judge it as belonging to the class of pots. But to know that the thing belongs to the class of pot is 

also to know all other pots belonging to the same class. But the other pots are not present, when this pot 

is perceived. It is the perception of the universal 'potness' in the present pot that serves the purpose of 

contact between sense and all other pots. Here only one member is perceived as having both specific 

and generic properties, while the other members are known as possessing the generic property. 

Without accepting such a type of perception generalization is not possible. 

The second variety, known as j¤Èna lak–a‡a, is the perception of an object which is in contact with a 

self. Here past experience serves as a medium of contact between sense and the perceived objects. The 

visual perception of distance and the cognition of ice looking cold are examples of this type. Illusory 

experiences can also be explained on this basis. Here there is transgression of the normal function of the 

cognitive sense. For example, eyes can not see 'coldness' of ice and yet by seeing ice one sees its 

coldness. In a way it is like an anumÈna but stictly speaking it is not so as it does have all the steps 

needed in the process of anumÈna.

The third kind of supra-normal perception is yogaja. It is intuitive perception like that of a mystic, a 

seer or a saint. It is comparable to omniscience inasmuch as it is instantaneous knowledge of all things - 

past, present or future - due to supernatural powers.

AnumÈna (Inference)

The second method of knowing is anumÈna, i.e., inference. All Indian systems, except CÈrvÈka and a 

few individual thinkers, accept it as a valid means of acquiring knowledge. The word nyÈya stands for a 

logical theory, and ascription of this name to this school indicates that the classical Indian intellectuals 

looked to the school as the authority pertaining to matters of detail connected with logic.

The theory of inference here is not a system of formal logic in the strict sense, and constants like pak–a, 

hetu and sÈdhya employed in it are not concepts but things or properties. Yet it is formal in the sense that 

its central concern is 'what follows from what'. It takes both truth and validity into account and its 

format is a combination of deductive and inductive elements. Inference (anumÈna) is resorted to for 

acquisition of knowledge, as also for demonstration of a known truth. 

Etymologically, anumÈna means knowledge which is based on or which follows previous knowledge. It 

is knowledge of an object on the basis of the knowledge of its mark, which is invariably associated with 

it. Inference (anumÈna) as a method of knowing, therefore, stands for knowing an object on the basis of 

the knowledge of the mark which is known to be invariably associated with it. Thus, in inference 

(anumÈna) an object is known through the medium of two sorts of knowledge which may be taken to be 

the premises.
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Among the constituents of inference (anumÈna) three terms and two relations are basic. The object of 

inferential inquiry, that which is to be inferred or proved, is known as sÈdhya (major term). The reason 

or the ground of inference is called hetu, li×ga or sÈdhana (middle term). That in respect of which the 

major term (sÈdhya) is inferred on the basis of the middle term (hetu) and which is a common locus of 

the two is called pak–a (minor term). The relation between middle term (hetu) and major term (sÈdhya) 

is that of invariable concomitance, and it is known as vyÈpti (pervasion). It is the logical ground and the 

very nerve of the process of inference (anumÈna). The relation between middle term (hetu) and minor 

term (pak–a) is known as pak–adharmatÈ, which is the starting point of this process. Both 

pak–adharmatÈ, i.e., the relation between middle and minor terms, and vyÈpti, i.e., the relation 

between middle and major terms, may be said to be the premises. When the knowledge of 

pak–adharmatÈ is characterized by the knowledge of vyÈpti, the synthetic product, known as 

parÈmar„a, becomes the actual complex of premises which alone entails the inferential conclusion. 

ParÈmar„a is knowledge of the relation of middle and minor terms along with the knowledge of that 

middle term with the major term. There are two more complex terms which play a vital role in the 

inferential process. They are homologues (sapak–a) and heterologues (vipak–a), which stand for 

positive and negative trilateral relations involving minor term (pak–a), middle term (hetu) and major 

term (sÈdhya). Homologue (sapak–a) stands for a positive instance in which the major term (sÈdhya) is 

decisively proved to be present. The implicit idea here is that the major term (sÈdhya) is present along 

with the middle term (hetu) in a locus which is similar to the instance where the presence of the major 

term is intended to be proved on the basis of the presence of the middle term. Heterologue (vipak–a) is 

that locus which is definitely known to be characterized by the absence of the major term (sÈdhya) and 

hence by implication that of the middle term (hetu) as well. In the process of inference (anumÈna) the 

transition from the knowledge of the middle term (li×ga  or hetu) to that of the major term (sÈdhya) is 

made possible on the ground of a universal relation of concomitance known as vyÈpti. The NaiyÈyikas 

have done a good deal of hairsplitting in discussing the nature of vyÈpti. The relation between middle 

term (hetu) and major term (sÈdhya) is an invariable and unconditional one. In the language of NyÈya it 

is such a relation of coexistence of the middle term (hetu) and the major term (sÈdhya) that the major 

term (sÈdhya) is not a counter-entity to any absence abiding in the middle term (hetu). In other words, 

the middle term (hetu) can be present only in the presence of the major term (sÈdhya) and if the major 

term (sÈdhya) is absent, the middle term (hetu) must also be absent. Thus, the invariable relation 

(vyÈpti) can be of two types - affirmative (anvaya) and negative (vyatireka). The invariable relation 

(vyÈpti) can also be understood as a relation of pervasion, i.e., correlation between two terms/facts of 

which one is the pervader and the other the pervaded. A term or fact is said to pervade another when it 

always accompanies the other. In this extensional sense invariable relation (vyÈpti) can be of equal or 

inequal extension, known as samavyÈpti and vi–amavyÈpti respectively.

As regards the method of apprehending the invariable relations, the NaiyÈyikas resort to 

uncontradicted uniform experience of concomitance. On the basis of observation, single or repeated, of 

uncontradicted agreement in presence and/or absence and by further verification of this uniformity by 
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an indirect method of tarka, i.e., reductio ad absurdum, invariable relation (vyÈpti) is established.

Another important ground of inference (anumÈna) is pak–atÈ, which is the relation between middle 

and minor terms. It regulates the occurrence of the minor term (pak–a). The minor term (pak–a) is that 

about which something is inferred. Validity of inference (anumÈna) depends on invariable relation 

(vyÈpti), and its possibility depends on the relation between middle and minor terms (pak–atÈ). The 

process of inference (anumÈna) takes place when (1) there is absence of certainty and (2) there is a will 

to infer. The NaiyÈyikÈs point out three possibilities which are conducive to inference (anumÈna) and 

are known as pak–atÈ. They are:

(1) Absence of certainty and presence of will to infer. (This is the most conducive condition.)

(2) Absence of both certainty and will to infer.(Some times one undertakes inference per force)

(3) Presence of both certainty and will to infer.(This is for reconfirmations.)

One possibility prevents inference: presence of certainty and absence of will to infer. If there is 

certainty and there is no will to inference, the process of inference does not start.

The logical form of the process of inference (anumÈna) consists of five steps, all of which are 

constituents of the same process. They are named as statement of thesis (pratij¤a), reason (hetu), 

example (udÈhara‡a), application (upanaya) and conclusion (nigamana). This can be illustrated as 

follows:

There is fire on the hill.

Because there is smoke there.

And because wherever there is smoke there is fire, as in a kitchen.

The hill is an example of this type.

Therefore, there is fire on the hill.

The entire process of inference (anumÈna) centres around the middle term (hetu) on which depends its 

validity or invalidity. A proper or legitimate middle term (hetu) has to fulfil five conditions, the 

violation of which leads to fallacy. The five conditions are:

The middle term (hetu) must be present in the minor term (pak–a) as its property.

The middle term (hetu) must be distributively related to the major term (sÈdhya).

The middle term (hetu) must be absent in all those cases where the major term (sÈdhya) is absent.

The middle term (hetu) must not be contradictory of the major term (sÈdhya).

The middle term (hetu) must not be contradicted by some other middle term (hetu).
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UpamÈna (Comparison)

The third method of knowing is named comparison (upamÈna). It is knowledge through description 

based on knowing the relation between a word and its meaning coupled with actual observation of the 

referent. The process of comparison (upamÈna) consists of four stages as follows:

Receiving of reliable information or description.

Observation of an object agreeing with the description.

Recollection of description.

Identification of the object as the one agreeing with the description.

Since the knowledge here is mainly based on comparison, the NaiyÈyikas insist that one has to be very 

careful in the observation of similarity and dissimilarity because sometimes comparison may be 

misleading however accredited it may be. With the help of an example it can be illustrated as follow:

A child has not seen an elephant but has learnt about it through a description in a text book. When he 

visits a zoo he sees an elephant. Immediately he recalls the description he has in his mind. He compares 

the description with the elephant being seen by him in the zoo. At once he identities the animal as 

elephant. This is knowledge by upamÈna.

ƒabda (Verbal Testimony)

The fourth and final mode of knowing is verbal testimony („abda), which stands for language-

generated knowledge. More particularly it is knowledge based on understanding the meaning of the 

statement or assertion of a trustworthy person. Language is a significant means of communication, but 

it is also a generator and repository of knowledge. The heritage of knowledge is handed down to 

posterity only through language.

In a sense all determinate and judgemental knowledge is language-embedded. The validity of language-

generated knowledge depends upon the trustworthiness of the person or source from where 

communication is received. Its possibility depends on the rapport between speaker and hearer or writer 

and reader on the basis of a common linguistic framework. Exact communication, proper apprehension 

and correct interpretation are its presuppositions.

According to the NyÈya-Vai„e–ika tradition word and not a sentence is the lowest unit of language. The 

essential nature of a word lies in its meaning, and its meaningfulness consists in its referential capacity. 

The meaning of a word is sometimes directly given and sometimes by implication. The relation 

between a word and its meaning is conventional and not natural. This accounts for varied usages of one 

word. As regards import, a word refers to an individual through a universal or as characterized by a 

universal.
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In language-composition, which is basically sentence-formation, the sentential meaning is secondary 

and construed. There are four syntactical, semantic and pragmatic rules of sentence-formation and 

interpretation of its meaning. Though word is a basic unit of language, a word by itself cannot convey a 

complete meaning and must be brought into relation with other words in a sentence. Thus, words in a 

sentence should 'expect' or imply one another. This is technically known as expectancy 

(ÈkÈmk–È). Any incompatibility between the meanings of different words renders the whole sentence 

meaningless. So, mutual compatibility and meaning-yielding support is another condition, known as 

yogyatÈ. Proximity between different words of a sentence is the third condition, known as sannidhi. 

The last condition is due consideration of the meaning intended to be conveyed by a sentence, known as 

tÈtparya. 

The other modes of knowing accepted in the schools of VedÈnta and PÊrva MÏmÈmsÈ have been reduced 

to these four by the NaiyÈyikas.

Note : For details please refer:

Nyaya theory of knowledge, S.C. Chatterjee,Calcutta University, 1965

Questions

1. Explain the nature of a cognition (j¤Èna) and knowlege (pramÈ).

Differentiate between the two according to the NyÈya school.

2. Point out the distinction between kara‡a and kÈra‡a.

3. Discuss the role of pramÈ‡a in producing PramÈ.

4. Explain the nature and significance of prÈmÈ‡ya.

5. Discus the relation between pramÈ and prÈmÈ‡ya.

6. What is the nature and significance of pratyak–a?

7. Explain the three terms and two relations involved in the process of anumÈna.

8. Write short notes on „abda and upamÈna as modes of knowing.




